
Contribution 2: Typing for Entity Linking and NIL-linking

Entity Typing is a powerful mechanism that can be helpful for both
Entity Linking and NIL-linking tasks. Currently we are working on an
model for mentions type prediction.

• Mention representation: vector from the encoder
• Entity representation: average of categories vectors
• Linking: find the closest entity vector to the mention
• BERT-based mention encoder
• Self-attention for merging mention tokens into one token

In addition to using this model for Entity Linking and NIL-linking, we
want to investigate how the process of type prediction differs for linked
and NIL-mentions.

Related work

There are a lot of works that address the task of Entity Linking with
neural approaches [2 3]. The core idea of many of them can be
summarized as follows: two vector representations are built, one of
the mentions from the text and the other of the entities in the
knowledge base. Then the best match between these two
representations is found.

Problem definition 

Entity Linking (EL) is a task of matching an occurrence of a named
entity in text (known as mention) with the corresponding entity in a
knowledge base.
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Contribution 1: NIL-linking dataset

To address the tasks of NIL-detection and NIL-disambiguation, we developed a new dataset, called NILK. It is constructed from WikiData and
Wikipedia dumps from two different timestamps. The NILK dataset has two main features:
1) It marks NIL-mentions for NIL-detection by extracting mentions which belong to newly added entities in Wikipedia text.
2) It provides an entity label for NIL-disambiguation by marking NIL-mentions with WikiData IDs from the newer dump.
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Planned contribution 3: NIL-mention detection

To address the task of NIL-detection, we look into a simple threshold
approach where we determine a similarity threshold below which a
mention is considered to be NIL-mention.

However, it is unlikely that a single threshold will be sufficient. So we
want to combine the threshold with the type prediction. For different
types, we will have different thresholds ensuring a more reliable
approach for NIL-detection.However, even though NIL-detection and NIL-disambiguation tasks

have been considered in the older works, they have not been
addressed in recent Neural Entity Linking approaches and are often
left for future work [1 2].

Figure 2. The pipeline of NILK dataset construction

Planned contribution 4: NIL-mention disambiguation

As a baseline, for NIL-disambiguation we will perform hierarchical
clustering of the vector representations of detected NIL-mentions (with
and without linked mentions). We will also try adding type information
to those representations.

Figure 1. Entity Linking system [4]

Figure 3. Type prediction model

In a real-world scenario, the given knowledge base is often
incomplete, which leads to cases where the mention in the text does
not have a matching entity in the knowledge base.

These mentions are called NIL-mentions, and the task of dealing with
NIL-mentions is NIL-linking. In the NIL-linking task, we distinguish two
sub-tasks: NIL-detection and NIL-disambiguation.

NIL-detection determines if a mention is an NIL-mention, and if its
corresponding entity exists in the knowledge base. If not, NIL-
disambiguation will distinguish between NIL-mentions by determining
which of them refers to the same out-of-knowledge-base entity.

Type Count
Linked entities 4,228,124
Out-of-knowledge-base entities 352,765
Linked mentions 106,028,997
NIL-mentions 1,652,484 

Table 1. NILK-dataset statistics


